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ALmtract~ln thie paper, we introduce a new sample ize technique ba~.d on the distribution of 
prime numbers. We implemmated the technique to ahow the convergence of• atochMtic differential 
equationl ,tudied in [1-3]. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this paper is to show an actual convergence of a numerical method for solving some 
stochastic differential equation analyzed in [1-3]. We compare the computational complexity. We 
consider 
Ou O~u -~-=~z-.-Cz ~ in Dx(O,T]xf~ 
u(z, 0,,,,) = ~o(x,~) (1) 
u(z,t,w) =0 in OD x (0,7 3 x f2 
where D = (0,1), 0 < T < oo and (£ I ,E ,P)  is a complete probability space and Uo(Z,w) is a 
random function on (f~, 52., P). For each w 6. Q, we have an explicit solution and we need to take 
the average of all such solutions u(z, t, w) to obtain the actual solution (u(z, t,w)), which means 
a lot of computational time. To avoid such computation, one usually find the solution ua(z,  t) of 
the averaged equation but in general, ua(z,  t) # (u(z, t,w)) as noted in [1-3]. Our computational 
reault shows, indeed two solutions are different and our method is far better estinaator than 
ua(z ,  t) with less computational complexity than that of (u(=,t,w)). 
2. ALMOST SURE CONVERGENCE OF GALERKIN  APPROXIMATION 
Let (f2, E ,P )  be independent of time t. We denote by L2[0, 1] = L:, Hm[0,1] = 1I "~ and 
H~[0, 1] = H~,  m = 1,2 , . - . ,  the usual Lebesgue and Sobolev spaces on [0, 1], respectively, and 
1] " [l~ their usual norm. For a sequence of grid size, 0 < h~ < 1, let S% C H~ be the space of 
continuous piecewise linear function on [0, I], then for all v E H0 l N H"  
inf I Iv -  ¢11~ < Ch'~-tllvll~, 
#ES% 
where the constant C does not depend on h) or v, see [1-3]. We denote the expectation of v by 
(~,) = ~ ,, dP(,.,). 
The following result call be found in [3]. 
OO 
THEOREM 2.1. Suppose ~'_h~ -P < oo, 0 < p < 1, anduo(z , t ,w)  E IIlo,¥w 6. f2. l[(tlu0ll~) < oo, 
j=l 
(lluli~) < oo and (llu, ll~) < o~, then Vt 6. (0,73, ff .h,(t,w) - . ( t ,~)l l0 = O(h~) a.s., ,,'hen uh, is 
the Gederkin approximation to u in S h, obtained by a standard variational formulation. 
Typ~et by A~-T£X 
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Let {h#°}~=1 be a random finite subsequence of {h/}~ ° with ~h~ -p < oc, 0 < p < I. We 
1 
call {h#. }~=~ the sample meshes from {h# }~°=l. The convergence behavior of the Galerkin sample 
1 N 
mean f defined by fiN(t, z, w) = ~ ~ u h'° (t, x,~) is well analyzed in [3]. Vte want to introduce 
a different sample mean using the prime numbers. 
3. A SAMPLE SCHEME WITH PR IME GRIDS 
THEOREM 3.1. Let {hj°}~=l be a random finite subsequence as above, zr (lluoll~), (llu(t)llI) 
and (llu, llo:) are finite, then the Galerkin sample mean fin converges in probability to (u(t)) in 
the L2-norm, Vt • (0, T]. 
PROOF. See[3]. 
There are many possible choices for h~. One of them, which we are going to analyze here is 
1 
h~ = --, which we call prime grids where p, is the i-th prime number. 
P~ 
DEFINITION. Let {hj°}~=l be a random finite subsequence with the prime grids. 
prime sample mean by 
k 
1 
fb,(t,w) = -~ ~__,Nouh"(t,w) 
Define the 
k 
where uh.~(t,w) is the Galerkm solution of (1), and N = ~ No. 
With the choice No = p~-,, Ja = k+a, a = 1, ... , k, we have the following result of deterministic 
C~.  
THEOREM 3.2. I fu  iS a true solution and with the notations above, we have 
3M 
I lu- fplloo < 7k~(log2k)~ 
where M is the constant in []u - uh'[[oo <_ Mh~. 
PROOF. See [4]. 
THEOREM 3.3. Let e(> O) be given and let 0 < p < I. Let N# 's be the subsample size corre- 
sponding to h i 's and let k be a large number such that 
st 5 
~# =k+l ~ < e' Then ¥t • (0, T], and h = max h., 
~nf  3 
I lfp(t,~)- (u(t))ll0 ~ C~hP a,s. 
For the proof, we need a lemma about the distribution of prime numbers. 
LEMMA 3.4. k-th prime number is about k log k. 
PROOF. See [5]. 
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PROOF OF THEOREM 3.3. Observe that 
k 
P( l l t ip ( t ,~)  - (u(t)) l lo _> h I') 
a=l  
k 
< ~ P (ll%(t,a,) - <u(t)>llo _> h~o) 
a=l  
k < ~ (lltip(t)-2(u(t))llo2) 
< ~ h~-- 7 11%(0-  u(t)llo ~+ (}lu(t)-  (u(t))ll2o) 
j=k+l  
j=k+l  / l j  j=k+t  
(But by the lemma 3.4, 4k2(log 2k) 2 ~ p~), = N2t.) 
21 . 2 I. 
4 1 
j=k+l  ' ' ) " j  j=k+l  
< Ce 
(2) 
So we can expect that the prime sample mean will be close to the expectation (u(t)) of the 
exact solution u in an appropriate norm with a high probability as much as desired. This means 
that the prime ~-nple mean is a better estimator for (u(t)) than the solution UA of the averaged 
equation when {u(z, t)) ~ UA(Z, t) which occurs in general situations. 
We solved 
4. A NUMERICAL  EXAMPLE 
- t  8u O~u 
e -~-= ~z 2 in [0, oo) x[0, Tr] 
u(t, o) = . ( t ,  ,r) = 0 (3) 
u(O, x )  = w sin z. 
The exact solution is u(t,z) = wexp(1 -e=)s inz ,  for each w E f2. With hi = 1/41,1/43 and 
1/47, the computational complexity of resulting linear equation is roughly 10 million operations. 
We compare tip with uA and tiN,where h4 = 1/61. In the following table, the discrete L °° norm 
was computed at 1,000 uniform points in (0, r). 
t 
0.05 0 .11325E - 05 
0.10 0 .18549E - 01 
0.15 0 .36942E - 01 
0.20 0 .55116E - 01 
0.25 0 .73044E - 01 
0.3O 0 .90648E - 01 
0.35 0.10787E + 00 
0.40 0 .12465E + 00 
0.45 0.14093E + 00 
0.50 0.15665E + O0 
0.55 0 .17176E + O0 
0.60 0.18620E + 00 
I la~ - uAl[oo [[O,N -- a,l lo~ 
0.17148E - 03 
0 .16019E - 03 
0.I  5357E - 03 
0 .14773E - 03 
0 .14147E-  03 
0.13632E - 03 
O.13O92E - 03 
0 .12498E - 03 
0 .11888E - 03 
0 .11255E - 03 
0 . I0616E - 03 
0.99525E - 04 
O0t l i  11,1.4 
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